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INTRODUCTION

The Community Forum is a tool
for active inclusion of the citizens
in the process of decision-making
on municipali level. Based on the
experience from its application, in
2010, upon proposal by the Association of the Local Self-Government
Units in the Republic of Macedonia
– ZELS, the local self-government
units initiated amendments to their
Statutes in the area regulating the
direct participation of citizens,
adding the community forums, as
additional form of inclusion of the
citizens in the process of adopting
decisions of local importance.
The experience with the forums
started with the implementation of
the Community Forums programme
in the course of 2006 by the Swiss
Agency for Development and Cooperation, soon following the initiation of the first phase of the long
expected decentralisation process.
This programme was aimed at
providing support to that process
by offering a model for development of the community through

active participation of the citizens.
By means of the Community Forum model, a platform was offered
which the citizens may use to improve their life by their own ideas
and participation, whereas the local
administration will practice inclusive, accountable local governance
that can be trusted.
The Municipalities of Gjorche Petrov, Kichevo and Prilep were selected to be the first municipalities
where the forum model will be
applied.
In 2007 with the entering of part
of the municipalities in the second
phase of fiscal decentralisation,
enhanced freedom for tailor-made
and budget planning in accordance
with the needs was enabled. In the
following ten years (2006/2016), by
means of open calls and provision
of partial financial participation
by the municipalities, a total of 59
municipalities (Aerodrom, Berovo,
Bitola, Bogovinje, Bosilovo, Brvenica, Valandovo, Vasilevo, Vevchani,
Vinica, Vrapchčishte, Gazi Baba,
3
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Gostivar, Gradsko, Debar, Debarca,
Delchevo, Demir Kapija, Dolneni,
Gjorche Petrov, Zhelino, Zajas, Ilinden, Kavadarci, Karbinci, Karposh,
Kichevo, Konche, Kochani, Kratovo,Kriva Palanka, Krivogashtani,
Krushevo, Lipkovo, Mavrovo-Rostusha, Makedonska Kamenica, Makedonski Brod, Mogila, Negotino,
Novaci, Novo Selo, Oslomej, Pehchevo, Prilep, Probishtip, Radovish,
Resen, Rosoman, Saraj, Sveti Nikole,
Struga, Strumica, Studenichani,
Tetovo, Chair, Chashka, Cheshinovo-Obleshevo, Shttip, Shuto Orizari)
were included in the programme.
The municipal authorities adopted
the model and conducted forums
on various topics among which the
municipal budget or common problems/issues of two neighbouring
municipalities.

The experience with these municipalities demonstrated that the
forum as a model of civil participation may be applied in the work
of the municipality and, as a result
of that, in a transparent process
involving experts dealing with local
self-government, municipality representatives and representatives of
the NGO sector, developed and suggested to all local self-government
units adoption of a:
1 – Draft Decision amending the
Statute of the Local Self-Government Units introducing the forum
as a method of civil participation,
and
2 – Draft Rulebook on Organisation
and Holding of the Community
Forums in LSGs (the Local Self-Government Units).
By the adoption of these documents by the municipalities, the
forum, as a model of civil participation, has become institutionalised
in the municipality acts and the
need for drawing up of this Manual
emerged (Pursuant to Article 24 of
the Rulebook, the drawing up of the
Manual was defined).
The purpose of this Manual is to
assist the municipalities in the
implementation of the community
forum, which should be done in an
easy and plain manner.

CHAPTER 1

WHAT IS THE USE OF THIS
MANUAL AND WHO IS IT
INTENDED FOR?
This Manual is intended for the local
self-government units (ELS) which
amended their Statute and introduced the community forum as a
form of public participation of all
citizens in the municipality. However, this Manual can be also used
by the Municipalities who did not
change their Statute but would still
prefer to practice the participatory
decision-making, as well as by civil
organizations that want to instigate
cooperation and partnership with
the Municipalities in the decision
making process through involvement of the citizens. Regarding its
subject-matter, the Manual endevours in a clear and simple manner
to introduce the Mayors, councelors
and municipal employees, that is, all
involved persons of local self-government units, in the process of implementation of the future community

forums, starting from the decision
thereof to the practical steps on
how to conduct the forum. The
suggested “forum” approach has
been supported by examples and
recommendations which proved to
be useful in the implementation of
the 59 forums in the municipalities
in Macedonia and which may be of
benefit to the municipalities.
We hope that this publication will assist all municipalities which will deal
with creating possibilities to use the
forum in decision-making significant
for the community.

5

CHAPTER 2

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION:
WHAT IS IT AND WHY?
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The Constitution of the Republic of
Macedonia which guarantees the
basic human rights and freedoms
also defines the areas that are municipality competences in deciding,
whereof citizens participate directly
and via representatives1.
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The Law on Local Self-Government2
in the Articles 25, 29 and 30 specifies the basic forms of civil participation (civil initiative, citizens gathering, referendum, appeals, proposals,
public hearings and surveys), whereas in Article 42 it emphasises that
the work of the Council is public.
Citizen participation means involvement of citizens, living in a certain
community, in the process of decision-making which have a direct
or an indirect impact on their life
in the community. In that respect
mechanisms are used in order to
1 Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia, Amendment
17, item 1, “Official Gazette”, 2003.
2 Law on Local Self-government, “Official Gazette” No. 5, 29
January 2002.

establish the opinions and needs of
the citizens which are adjusted in
accordance with the need.
Only issues which fall under the
competence of the local self-government are discussed at the
forums and relevant decisions are
made, such as communal issues,
infrastructure, education, local
economic development, sports
and recreation, social protection,
etc. Topic for discussion at the
budget forums is the municipal
budget and the discussion is
focused on how the municipality
plans and spends the budget and
what are the priority programs
and projects in the frames of
those programs.
For those who usually make decisions
(Mayor, counselors, Government and
the like) the involvement of citizens
enables building that is securing wide
support for the ideas and solutions

they suggest. For the citizens, on the
other hand, their participation is a
possibility to impact the decisions. In
that manner bridges of cooperation
are built (in this particular case) between the local self-government and
the citizens and the transparency is
increased. What is most important,
is that citizen participation helps the
improvement of the municipal services that citizens receive, that is, use.
It is necessary that both parties actively participate in order to accomplish a genuine civil participation.
That means that, primarily, the local
authority which will be open for such
a type of local government will have
to possess mechanisms to accomplish that and to have active citizens
which are willing to spend their time
and energy in order to co-operate
with the municipality.
The process of common decision
making shares the responsibility
regarding the decisions, whereby,
local authorities are not the only
ones bearing the “burden” and the
citizens become aware of the real
possibilities of the municipal administration in solving problems or
undertaking initiatives. However, the
mechanisms on involving citizens in
the decision-making are not always
applied, since that would mean redistribution of power and establishing
of a different type of relations. The

lack of capacities (human, financial,
spatial etc.) of the authorities may
also make the communication of the
authorities with the citizens more
difficult, especially in the rural municipalities.
With the decentralization process
the number of tasks falling under the
competence of the local self-government is increasing, which even more
stresses the need for regular consultation and communication with the
citizens on subjects and issues of various scopes.
The utilisation of mechanisms for
involvement of citizens is of crucial
importance in multiethnic areas
where the failure to resolve practical
problems of the everyday life of the
citizens may become an issue relating to the ethnic background and
may result in unnecessary tension.
The mechanisms defined in the Law
are the most necessary minimum for
the opinions of citizens to be taken
into consideration. Municipal employees have a succession of other means
and methods at their disposal which
they may use in accordance with
the need and possibilities. In that
respect, the “forum” may be seen as
another tool that Mayors may use in
their efforts to develop the community, to ensure the welfare of their
citizens and to practice successful
management.
7

CHAPTER 3
COMMUNITY FORUM:
WHAT IS IT AND WHY IS IT
NECESSARY?
3.1 WHAT IS A COMMUNITY 		
FORUM? (BASIC DEFINITIONS)
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The community forum is another
form of involvement of citizens by
the local self-government in the process of making decisions which are
significant for their life and for the
community itself.
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The purpose of the community forum is that the municipality should
develop transparent practices of decision-making by involvement of the
citizens, but also that the citizens
should develop a sense of responsibility in terms of spending municipal
funds. In other forms of participation
of citizens, the final decision is made
by the local authorities, whereas citizens are being consulted, but their
suggestions are not always accepted. As regards the forum, citizens
together with the local authorities
make decisions.
Forums are organised for the purpose of public debate or reaching

consent by the local authorities for
the muinicipal budget, for the proposed priorities in the documents for
strategic local development, for identification of the issues and solutions
for particular problems for which the
local authorities are in charge, as well
as proposing and selecting projects
or development of projects in the
interest of the community.
The forum is a series of six meetings of citizens (sessions3) at which
by means of structured discussions
the participants elaborate problems
and offer solutions, in the same time
giving recommendations to the local
institutions. The forum encompasses
minimum 5 (five) sessions, where the
topic is decided at the first sessioon.
The sixth (subsequent) session is an
informative one and its purpose is
to inform citizens of the forum solutions that have been implemented,
following their realization.
3 This number is a result of broad and participative analysis
after conducting three phases to the programme “Community Forums”.

The forum reflects the community, since representatives of various
social, age, ethnical, gender, professional, religious and other groups are
expected to participate in it, depending on the fact which groups are
represented within the community.
In the rural municipalities in which
the forum was conducted, there were
working tables such as agriculture,
viticulture, fruit-growing, which were
not present in urban municipalities.
In order to have a more efficient and
better organised forum, working
groups and an operative group is
established. 4

The main features of the forum
approach are as follows:
1. The forums function by means of
structured discussions which are
open for all citizens. The discussions are led by an external certified moderator4 and they follow a
predefined agenda.
2.

The forum participants are
structured in groups, so-called
“working tables”, in accordance
with their social and economic
interests. The local administration is represented in the forum
with equal rights (vote) as the
other participants.

4 The term moderator here has a generic meaning and it
does not signify male gender. In order to avoid overloading of the text, all names of the type nomina agentis are
given in their generic form and meaning.

3.

The forums develop solutions and
give recommendations to the
local institutions (mainly to the
municipaladministration and to
the Council of the municipality,
but also to other institutions).

4.

The forum has a democratic
approach. The decisions regarding which solutions will be implemented/financed are adopted by
the forum, that is, by the citizens, via their working tables.

5.

The forums build partnerships,
since different groups with the
same or similar interest may
work together.

6.

The discussions at the forum lead
to results. The forum develops
the projects and gives recommendations in accordance with the
subject-matter.

7.

The forum priorities and
solutions are implemented
with funds provided by
the municipality and/or by
interested legal or natural
persons who are prepared to
provide financial and material
support to the projects in the
interest of the community
via the units of local selfgovernment.

The forum starts with a common
topic or a problem to which, by
means of structured discussions, led
by an external, neutral moderator,
in a neutral public place, the citizens
9

attempt to find solutions. Furthermore, participants harmonise their
opinions, adopt decisions, define
priorities and decide which of these
decisions will be implemented. They
have expertise at their disposal,
whereas the moderator leads them
through the process and they receive support. The whole process is
public, open and transparent.

3.2 WHAT IS THE FORUM USED FOR?
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The forum is just one of the methods
of including citizens in the decision
making process. Depending on the
context and aims that need to be accomplished the appropriate method
has to be selected. The best use of
the forum is for:
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Planning and development of the
municipal budget;
Development of strategic plans
and priorities in various areas (for
example, for local economic development);

municipalities;
To develop projects that are in the
interest of the community and in
that regard the interaction between the different groups in the
society in the formulating of the
projects and their implementation
is considered to be constructive;
When the needs of the interested
parties are numerous and they
should be addressed by means of a
structured debate;
In all other cases when there is a
need for direct involvement of the
wider community.
The forum is envisaged to empower
the participants to make decisions
themselves. The forum brings the
groups of interest, which would otherwise not meet and would not have
mutual communication together and
in that manner it modifies the established system of public debate in the
community.

Resolving issues affecting different
groups of interest, where the need
for their resolution is particularly
important (for example, capital
infrastructural investments);

The forum also envisages a two-way
permanent communication within a
defined time period on specific topics. In that manner the democratic
values of the dialogue and building
of trust between the citizens and the
local authorities are strengthened.

When there is an issue that concerns two or more neighbouring

It is not recommendable to use the
forum when:

a decision should be brought
quickly,
a very difficult technical issue is
involved which may be resolved
only by experts and which requires
a particular expertise,
the number of stakeholders is limitted.
The forum is also serves the purpose
of acquainting citizens with the work
of the municipality, particularly the
spending of funds. Through the forum the citizens from a closer perspective will become aware of the
fact that it is impossible to meet
the needs of all citizens, in conditions of limited funds and therefore
in decision-making compromises
have to be made and the will of the
majority has to be respected.

3.3 TYPES OF FORUMS
In accordance with the topics discussed the forum can be:

PROJECT FORUM
The results of the project forum are
a certain number of projects and
recommendations which contribute
to the development of the community in general. The project forum is
organised when the priorities be-

tween several topics and projects
which are necessary to be resolved
in the local self-government unit
and the community need to be
defined.
In the project forums conducted
so far the topic which was most
present was the infrastructure,
in different variations such as:
communal, educational, urban
etc. The selected projects ranged
from construction/ restoration of
parks, stationing of urban equipment, as far as restoration of
school buildings. For example, in
the Municipality of Prilep reconstruction was carried out of the
sports-recreational and cultural-historical complex of “Mogila”
and the Varosh site; in Shtip there
was a reconstruction of the Home
for Youth; in Debar an elementary
school received didactical means
and proper literature for the
library, etc. However, the project
forum provides equall opportunities for reviewing and taking
decisions in any other areas such
as education, culture, economic
development, etc.
Usually the project forum refers to a
wide range of interests in the community. Its purpose is to contribute
to the general development of the
11

community by participative discussion and development projects originating from the community.

In the Municipality of Strumica, 24
ideas of the citizens were included
in the budget of the municipality
thanks to the Budget forum.

BUDGET FORUM
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Result of the budget forum is
adoption of the municipal budget
through consultation with the
citizens. The topic discussed at
the budget forum is the Budget
of the local self-government unit
for the following year. The working
tables are structured according
to the stakeholders concerned by
the Budget of the local self-government unit or according to the
mandate and funding of the same.
The Budget forum requires greater
involvement of the local institutions and experts.
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The Budget forum is the best opportunity for the Municipality to
show a high level of transparency
and accountability towards the citizens, because the municipal budget
is reviewed item by item at the
forum sessions. This is an excellent
opportunity for the municipality to
develop the budget according to
the needs of the citizens. For the
citizens this is also an opportunity
to realize that the planning of limited funds is not an easy job and that
the municipality cannot implement
all priorities.

TOPIC FORUM
The results of the topic forum are
solutions and recommendations
which contribute to the development
of a specific issue in the community. The topic forums are directed to
a predefined topic which contains
a specific and current problem in
the local self-government unit. In
this type of forum working tables
only for the groups affected by the
problem are established. The topic
forum gathers the groups “in favour
of” and “against” a certain solution
on a single place, as well as the neutral ones which are affected. In the
course of the sessions the working
groups express their points of view
and by a democratic “fight” they
reach the “winning” sollution. For the
topic forum usually a disputable and
a sensitive topic is necessary which
is significant for the community, but
it is discussed by different groups
having opposing attitudes.

INTERMUNICIPAL FORUM
The intermunicipal forum is organised when two or several neighbouring local self-government units have
the same or a similar topic for discussion, and by the method of intermunicipal cooperation it is possible
in a quicker, more economical and
more efficient manner to implement
the conclusions of the forum.
In the intermunicipal forum, besides
the common topic for discussion, it
is necessary that the decisions offered are common for all municipalities involved in the forum, and not
to have the same decisions parallel
in each municipality. Intermunicipal
forums are conducted if there are
specific issues which are of common interest and due to practical
needs.
The Municipalities of Mogila and
Novaci conducted an intermunicipal
forum on the topic “Collection of
waste”. The result of the forum was
the establishment and equipment
of a common public communal
enterprise of Mogila and Novaci.

3.4 MANNER OF WORK AND
STRUCTURE OF THE FORUM
The forum is composed of 6 meetings of the citizens (usually once in a
month, but depending on the particular municipality a different dynamics may be established) at which
citizens discuss significant issues of
mutual interest.
For the budget forum the dynamics
of the sessions depends on the
budget calendar, that is, on
the legally defined deadline for
preparation and adoption of the
municipal budget, which is usually
taking place in the period from
September till December.

The forum starts with a common
topic or problem to which citizens
by means of structured discussions
attempt to find solutions. With the
Budget forums, the topic is predetermined – it is the budget of the municipality for the following year. The
forum meetings take place in a neutral public location and are led by a
neutral moderator who is not affected by the decisions/results of the forum. In the period 2013-2015 a total
of 37 forum moderators were certi13
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fied by ZELS, assisted by SDC and the
Forum Coordination Unit, which is
the benefit of the muncipalities that
will be using this new form of citizen
involvement in the local government.
The citizens participate in the forum
by the tables where they are sitting
(working tables) and which represent different stakeholders (health
workers, firefighters, business sector
representatives, farmers, parents,
teachers, young people, pensioners,
etc.). The working tables are a tool
through which the forum functions,
since all decisions are adopted by
the working tables on the basis of
the following rule: “One table = one
vote”! Within the working tables all
forum participants have the possibility to express their opinions and to

reach a common decision regarding
a certain issue and to represent it
as a position of the working table in
front of the forum. In that manner
the participants contribute to the
operation of the forum as interested
groups, and not as individuals, whereby they contribute to a directed/focused discussion. The composition of
the forum depends on the topic, that
is, the content of the forum itself.
Furthermore, participants express
their opinions regarding the topic,
that is, the problem dealt with at
the forum, debate and express arguments in favour of their positions,
they harmonise their opinions and
adopt decisions, define priorities and
decide which of these decisions will
be implemented. They have at their
disposal expertise by the forum itself, bearing in mind that professionals of different expertise participate
in the forum. If necessary, depending
on the topic and problem discussed,
external experts are also invited. Experts are persons having professional
knowledge regarding the topic/problem discussed. At the same time, the
moderator and the co-moderator,
apart from leading the participants
throughout the process, also provide
information. The whole process is
public, open and transparent.

The structure of a typical forum is shown on picture 1.

OPERATIVE GROUP
MODERATOR +
CO-MODERATOR
MEDIA

EXPERTS

Youths

Agriculture

Municipal
administration

Sports

Health

Tourism

AUDIENCE

Business

Education /
Culture

GUESTS

COUNCIL/MAYOR
The forum is open to all interested
citizens in the municipality. Those
citizens who do not wish to participate actively in the forum (those
who do not have time or do not feel
comfortable) and to sit at the working tables, may follow the forum as

audience. The audience of the forum is entitled to enter into the discussions, but it has no right to make
decisions. Representatives of the
Ministries, of other local self-government units, of the donors/ funders
and the like, may be guests.
15
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At a single forum session approximately 10 working tables are established, with minimum 4 participants
of each stakeholder. In Article 10 of
the Rulebook the number of participants is defined in compliance with
the number of the inhabitants of
the municipality, in order to provide
legality of the decisions adopted at
the forum. In that manner the forum is a major public event involving
from at least 40 to more than 100
persons (together with the guests,
media and experts).
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In the current practice of conducting forums there were cases
of more than 200 persons present
(Municipality of Debar, Municipality of Chair), but also examples of
40 persons present. However, it
may be concluded that the extensive number of persons present makes the forum difficult to
function, whereas the too small
number makes it illegitimate. It
may be established that the optimal number which will give the
forum legitimacy and representativeness ranges from 60 until 100
citizens, depending on the size of
the municipality.

Two of the working tables are socalled mandatory tables: the table

of the operative group and the table
of the municipal administration.
The operative group has a separate
table, but its representatives do not
have the right to participate in the
forum discussions. They are logistic
support of the forum and of the
moderator and co-moderator. They
prepare the hall and the materials
before the forum begins, and in the
course of the sessions they may
assist in the presentations, with the
technical equipment, the flipcharts,
list of participants, distribution of
materials and the like.
The municipal administration has
an equal right to participate in the
adoption of decisions at the forum
as the other working tables, but its
role is far more important, due to
the fact that issues in the competence of the municipalities are discussed at the forum and those who
posses the information should be
present. It may frequently happen
that at the forum citizens discuss on
a topic which does not fall under the
competence of the municipality, or
a decision which is not feasible, due
to certain obstacles that may not be
envisaged by the forum. Therefore,
the presence of representatives of
all municipality units is crucial for a
quality and effective discussion.

In the Municipality of Prilep the citizens offered a solution for restoration of a cultural monument, which
was under the competence of the
Institute for Protection of Cultural
Heritage. The representatives of
the Municipality of Prilep and of the
Institute were present at the forum
and explained the procedure for
such undertakings to the citizens.

In the project, topic and intermunicipal forum the Mayor is usually
present at the first, the fifth and the
subsequent forum session. At the
first session s/he is present to greet
the citizens, to explain the reasons
for the forum and to encourage the
citizens to participate. At the last
session he/she should also greet
the citizens and wish them a successful solution choice, as well as
receive the forum recommendations
given by the participants. At the
subsequent session, s/he should be
present to demonstrate how the
solutions/projects voted for by the
citizens were implemented.
In the budget forum, the Mayor is
present at all forum sessions, since
the Mayor is the one who proposes
the budget and defends it in front of
the Council of the Municipality and
the citizens.

The counselors of the municipality
may choose how they will participate in the forum:
by creating their working table,
by sitting at any working table
in accordance with their own
interest, or,
they will sit at the working table
together with the municipal
administration.
At the forum in the Municipality
of Prilep and at the intermunicipal
forum in Mogila and Novaci the
municipality counselors created
a separate working table. In the
municipalities of Berovo and
Krivogashtani the counselors were
assigned in different working tables
according their interests.

The participation of the counselors
is of exceptional importance, since
they represent the citizens in the
municipal Council, so that the forum
may be an excellent place where
they will immediately get acquainted with the priorities of the citizens
and will be able to represent them
at the Council sessions, especially
when the Budget is being adopted.
17

At the forum in the Municipality of
Chair some of the counselors in the
municipal Council were sitting at
the working table of the municipal
administration.

At the forum in the Municipality of
Debar one of the counselors in the
municipal Council was sitting at the
table for secondary education, believing that there he would give his
contribution in the best manner.
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They may decide not to participate
in the forum by a working table and
to be a part of the audience.
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The media are important segment
of the forum process considering
their role in informing the public on
the process and the results.
In the budget forums due to the
legal framework related to the
process of budget preparation, the
forum sessions take place within 3-4
months, that is, in the period when
the municipality is obliged to prepare the budget (September-December).

STEP 1

CHAPTER 4

11 STEPS FOR CONDUCTING
COMMUNITY FORUMS

STEP 1- DECISION FOR A COMMUNITY
FORUM / IDENTIFICATION OF A NEED
FOR A FORUM
А) INITIATOR OF THE FORUM
The Mayor and the Council of the
local self-government unit on their
own initiative organise community
forums, and these initiatives can
be also instigated by the Mayor,
the Council and all interested legal entities and individuals (NGOs,
neighbourhood units, public institutions, etc.) as a form of public participation of all citizens in the local
self-government unit, for publicly debating the problems and determining solutions and priorities, proposing and selecting or developing of in
the interest of the community.
These persons submit a request to
the Mayor of the local self-govern-

ment unit, who on the basis of the
strategic documents and goals for
development of the local self-government unit decides whether the
initiative will be accepted or rejected. The initiator of the forum has a
task at the beginning to contact the
stakeholders and to lobby for their
participation in the forum. Following
the adoption of the decision the initiator of the forum will no longer act
alone and soon other persons will
be involved, as well. The process for
initiation of the forum will then be
transferred to the coordinator, the
moderator and the other key persons. The initiator will remain active
as a promoter of the forum, providing support to the process and
having an influential role. As soon as
the forum “machinery” has started
to work, the initiator may have a role
of a patron of the process and of
the results, but without interfering
19

and forgetting that the forum is put
in motion by the participants.

cluding all ethnic communities
and male and female community
members;

B) TOPIC OF THE FORUM

For each of the proposed topics
there have to exist and be defined
specific problems which may be
resolved on a local level;
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The topics and the types of the
forum are chosen with reference to
the municipal needs, and the purpose is to discuss a topic, problem
or issue which is current, significant,
which directly affects citizens in
their everyday life and the solution
whereof will improve the life of the
citizens. It is relevant that the topics
fall within the competences of the
municipality, so that the adopted
decisions, solutions and projects of
the forum may be implemented.
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The topic of the budget forum is
predefined - preparation of the
municipal budget for the following
year and expenditures and revenues
of the main budget of the municipality. It is expected the Budget
forum to be implemented on regular
basis every year in order to ensure
participation of the public in the
design of the municipal budget and
to increase the transparency of the
municipality.
The topics of the community forum
should meet the following criteria:
The topics should be important
for the whole community, in-

The topics have to instigate different opinions for their solution;
The topics have to be selected by
a participative process (surveys,
previous public debates, discussions and the like).
The topics may be for example:
“local infrastructure”, “the current situation with the sports
facilities in the municipality”,
“local economic development”,
“education”, “urban development”, “environment protection”,
“water-supply” and the like.
If the issue is of a wider scope, it
may require inclusion of citizens of
one or two neighbouring municipalities in order to be resolved. The
topic should be important for all
involved municipalities, and the resolution of the problems arising from
the topic should require intermunicipal cooperation.

At the forum, 2-3 relevant topics are
offered to the citizens, out of which
at the first forum session the citizens will direct their interest to one
of the topics, and then, at the following sessions, they will elaborate
thereon more profoundly, defining
specific problems and suggesting
specific solutions.
At the topic forum a current topic is
offered for which there are two main
opposing points of view (parties)
regarding its solution.
An example for such a topic is:
“Should a center for sheltering drug
abusers be opened in the municipality and where?“

Usually the municipal Council and
administration are involved in the
selection of the forum topic. More
frequently the topic is a result of
the current municipal priorities - the
development plans, the strategic
plan of the municipality, the plan
for local economic development or

the current debate in the municipal
Council. A good forum topic is the
one that is significant for the everyday life of citizens – which is subject
to discussion in the media, cafés,
homes - before it enters the forum
hall.

STEP 2 - FUNDS FOR ORGANISING
THE FORUM

STEP 2

Such topics most frequently are:
“waste collection”, “water-supply
and waste waters”, “urban planning”, “tourism” and the like.

As a rule, the forum process is financed by the local self-government
unit. In its budget the local self-government unit should envisage sufficient funds for such activities, which
fall in the category of direct participation of citizens in the municipal
decision-making.
The funds to be supplied by the municipality should cover the following
expenses:
Fee for the hall in which the forum will take place,
Fee for the technical equipment,
that is, the sound system equipment for the hall,
Funds for printing of forum materials, such as, for example, the
forum Bulletin.
Fee for the interpreter. In municipalities in which besides the
Macedonian language other
languages are also used as offi21

cial, it is necessary to provide the
possibility for each participant
to express his/her view in his/her
mother tongue, and, therefore, at
the forum sessions it is necessary
to have interpreters performing
consecutive interpreting in the
course of the session.
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Fee for experts. If persons who
will give their professional opinion
regarding a certain issue raised
at the forum are necessary, such
persons should be engaged and
compensation should be paid to
them.
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Travel expenses. If in the municipality where the forum is conducted there is no public transport, and the settlements are far
from the place where the forum is
held, the municipality should provide transport for the participants
of the more remote settlements.
Fee for the moderator,
Fee for the co-moderator,
Compensation for the members
of the operative group. These
funds are minimal and serve to
cover the expenses of the members of the operative group, which
result from their engagement in
the forum, such as: expenses for
transportation, mobile phone and
the like.

In the Municipalities of Chaska,
Karbinci, Mogila and Dolneni in which
the settlements are far from the municipal centre where the forum was
held, the municipality used the transporters with whom it had concluded
contracts for transport of pupils to
provide transport and attendance by
the citizens interested in participating in the forum.

The funds for implementing citizen’s ideas voted at the fifth forum session should be included in
the municipal budget regardless
whether they are secured from
donations, earmarked grants or
municipality’s own revenues. In the
project, intermunicipal and sometimes in the topical forums which
result in infrastructural prokects
the municipality should also secure funds for preparation of the
technical documentation of engineering intereventions.
The projects resulting from the
forum process may be also implemented in partnership with other
organisations and institutions. The
participations of partners may also
be financed in-kind. The inclusion of
partners contributes to greater success of the project.

The team for conducting the forum
plays a crucial role for the forum
success and therefore attention
should be paid to the selection of
persons composing it. These persons will be in charge of operative
tasks relating to the implementation
of the forum, such as mobilising participants at the forum, organising
and leading forum sessions, facilitating discussions, organising meetings
between forum sessions, ensuring
transparency and visibility of the forum and of the forum results, as well
as all other obligations arising therefrom. Crucial for the successful performance of the team conducting
the forum is good communication
among all its members. The forum is
organised and led by the moderator
(with the support of a local co-moderator. They, in cooperation with the
local self-government unit, create a
local operative group, led by a municipal coordinator, and representatives of the key stakeholders (NGOs,
the business sector, education,
agriculture etc.). All team members
are expected to attend all sessions
convened by the moderator and the
co-moderator regularly. At the same
time, all these persons should coordinate themselves in the completion

of tasks, so that no overlapping of
tasks occurs. Processes, such as the
forum, which involve a large number
of people with very different needs,
ideas and character features, may
be very exhausting and therefore
all team members conducting the
forum should act with patience,
understanding, tolerance and openness for cooperation in the communication between themselves and
with the forum participants.

STEP 3

STEP 3 – CREATING A TEAM FOR
CONDUCTING THE FORUM

А) SELECTION OF A MUNICIPAL/ DONOR COORDINATOR
The Mayor of the municipality conducting the forum should choose
one person as a coordinator of the
forum process. The municipalities
that already implemented forums
will already have such persons
who are experienced in organizing
this process. This person will be in
charge of the contacts with the municipal administration, the Council
and the Mayor, on one part, and the
remaining members of the operative
group, the moderator, the co-moderator, the person responsible for
public relations, the forum participants, and if there is one, the donor
of the funds for the forum. The coordinator is responsible for the overall coordination and communication
between the parties involved and s/
23

heis also a member of the operative
group of the forum.
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B) SELECTION OF A MODERATOR
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The forum is led by a certified
moderator, selected by the party
organising the forum on the basis
of a public call, as a neutral person
who does not belong to the local
community (is not a resident of the
local self-government unit). The
moderator plays a key role in the
forum process. S/He leads the forum
process in the respective municipality that is s/he organises and moderates the forum sessions and the
work between sessions supported by
the local co-moderator and in coordination with the operative group. In
the course of the forum, the moderator directs the discussions to the
topics, problems, solutions, different concepts and projects and s/he
leads the voting process and selection of solutions, that is, prioritization of the programs and projects in
the budget.
The moderator leads the whole
forum, including the coordination of
the work of the co-moderator, the
operative group and the working
groups. S/He guides the process of
initiation and establishment of the
forum, participates in the selection

and appointment of the co-moderator and of the members of the
operative group. In the preparation
of sessions the moderator may,
with the assistance of the operative
group, also conduct individual “motivating meetings” with the key participants and with external experts.
If necessary, the moderator may
participate in the media promotion
of the forum by giving statements
or interviews for the local media.
The moderator is obliged to submit
written reports to the municipal coordinator after each forum session
whereby he will inform on the course
of the session, its results and the
plan for the following session.
The moderator is not only a manager. S/He leads the communication
with the municipal authorities and
with the stakeholders, also by personal meetings with the key forum
participants.
Particularly due to the great volume
of tasks and obligations relating to
the forum, the moderator should be
a person having previous experience
in leading community forums. Every
municipality, when implementing
the forums can use the following
website: www.forumski-moderatori.
mk that was developed by ZELS
for the needs of the municipalities

C) SELECTION OF A CO-MODERATOR
The forum has a co-moderator who
is selected by the forum moderator
in consultation with the party organising the forum, also by means of
a public call (an example for a public
call is provided in Annex 2). S/He
supports the work of the moderator
in leading the operative group and
the working groups and is his/her
“right hand”. The co-moderator is a
person coming from the community,
that is the municipality, but s/he is
neither an employee of LSG, nor a
Council member. This person should
be respected in the community in
order to be able to motivate the citizens to attend the forum sessions
and to coordinate the members of
the operative group in gathering
information necessary for the operation of the forum. S/He should
facilitate the transfer of information
to the different parties involved (s/
he conveys the information from the
municipal moderator, the operative
group, the working groups, to the
wider public and vice versa). Therefore s/he should be a resident of the

municipality in which the forum is
held and to have experience in public performance in front of a greater
auditorium and not to have a conflict of interest with the projects developed at the forums. The co-moderator should have experience with
facilitation and coordination and
excellent communication skills,
good knowledge of the forum topic,
as well as good relations with the
municipal administration, the local
media and institutions (the description of the tasks of the co-moderator is provided in Annex 3).
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and which includes a registry of all
37 certified forum moderators and
their CVs and contacts (the detailed
description of the tasks of the moderator is provided in Annex 1).

His/her main role is providing support to the moderator in the course
of the forum session. However, the
role between the sessions is equally
important, when the co-moderator organises and comoderates the
sessions of the working groups and
ensures the timely preparation and
distribution of regular minutes of
the sessions, summaries and other
documents to the moderator, the
members of the operative group,
the working groups and the wider
public.
Together with the operative group,
the co-moderator organises the
forum sessions – s/he organises the
premises where the forum sessions
are held, the working equipment,
the audio equipment, the refresh25

ments and provides other logistic
support upon request of the moderator and the organiser of the forum,
including recruitment of participants in the forum.

D) SELECTION OF MEMBERS OF THE
OPERATIVE GROUP
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For a full professional and technical
support of the forum an operative
group (OG) is created.
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The operative group working under
the guidance of the moderator and
the co-moderator is and operative
not a management body. In order
to avoid conflict of interests, the
OG members, do not participate in
the forum discussions and do not
personally apply to implement the
projects resulting from the forum.
The OG, managed by the moderator, is
normally composed of 5-7 persons representing the key stakeholders in the
community which are as follows:
the co-moderator
Municipal coordinator
1 representative of the Committess for Inter-Community Relations (if such exists in the municipality)

1 representative of the Commission for Equal Opportunities
between Women and Men
3 representatives of the key stakeholders (NGOs, business sector,
education, agriculture etc.).
At the budget forums the OG also
includes representatives of the
municipal budget beneficiaries – a
school, a public enterprise, a cultural center and the like.
For the Budget forums it is also
important to include representative
of the Department for Budget and
Finances of the municipality, either
as member of the OG or as external
colaborator, in order to develop and
present the professional materials
required for the forum process.
One of the operative group members will be in charge of keeping
minutes of the forum sessions and
meetings of the working groups.
It is also necessary to appoint a
PR person. It can be the municipal
coordinator, while some municipalities already have PR persons which,
although they are not members of
the OG, can still undertake that role.
In that case the municipal coordinator should regularly convey the
information about the forum to the
PR person.

Citizens who did not attend the
forum are informed of the forum
work by the municipal website, the
social networks and the media.
Some municipalities also prepare a
forum bulletin. The person in charge
of public relations is responsible for
preparation of the bulletin and in

cooperation with the moderator and
the OG s/he should provide the forum materials (photographs, statements, texts and the like). Leafleat
about the municipal budget can be
also printed for the budget forum, in
a format and language understandable to the citizens and available on
the following website: www.forumivozaednicata.com.mk
All information before and after the
forum is sent to the person in the local self-government unit in charge of
the municipal website, so that information is made publicly available to
the citizens via this communication
channel as well.
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This person is in charge of informing
the citizens that a forum is being
conducted in their municipality and
for that purpose s/he will be responsible for the preparation of leaflets,
posters, bulletins, etc. S/He should
invite the media to attend the forum sessions and to report from,
that is, after the forum (an example
for invitation to the media is provided in Annex 5). S/He should provide
regular and quality media promotion
of the forum by organising appearances in the media of the Mayor, the
moderator, the co-moderator, the
donor (if the forum is not only funded by the municipality, but there
is also a donor) and the like. For all
that the PR person keeps a record of
the media activities and press-clipping from the forum, which are at
disposal of the party organising the
forum (template for keeping record
of the media activities is provided in
Annex 6).

If s/he is a municipal employee, the
person in charge of public relations
updates the municipal website with
information relating to the forum.
In order to be acquainted with the
forum events, the person in charge
of public relations attends all forum
sessions, all the meetings of the
operative group and all the events
relating to the forum (the description of the tasks of the person in
charge of public relations is provided
in Annex 7).
The operative group members are
citizens who come from different ar27

eas of societal life in the community
and who may assist in motivating
citizens to participate in the forum.
The main task of the operative
group members is organisation of
the forum sessions and the working meetings between the sessions.
They participate in the work of the
working groups and provide support to them (the description of the
tasks of the operative group members is provided in Annex 4).
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E) SELECTION AND ROLE OF THE
WORKING GROUP
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The beginning of the forum process and the implementation of the
forum sessions means introduction
of various working groups consistingof citizens – representatives of the
various working tables at the forum.
The working groups are established
at the end of each forum session
with a particular task. Their role is
to attend the meetings between the
forum sessions in order to elaborate
the proposals of the citizens raised
at the forum session. The working
groups remain active throughout
the entire forum process and on
behalf of the community forum
they have the right and obligation

to monitor the implementation of
the forum proposals and recommendations. The working groups meet
ast least once in a period between
the forum sessions, and more times
if necessary in the period of implementation of the municipal budget
or of the priority projects. The working group members have the right
to attend sessions for informing
and monitoring of the work of the
municipal administration and the
Municipal Council or its sessions related to the forum priorities and recommendations. The working group
reports back about its activities at
the following forum session, including at the follow-up forum session
where they inform about the results
of the forum process and the implementation of the forum projects
and recommendations.

А) WHO IS IN CHARGE OF MOBILIZING
THE CITIZENS? HOW?
The mobilisation of the community is crucial for the success of
the forum.
The operative group members have
the key role in mobilising the citizens, together with the person in
charge of public relations, but also
the Mayor who with his/her leadership should convince citizens to
attend the forum.
The higher the number of forum
participants, the more legitimate
the decisions/solutions adopted by
the forum are, which are then implemented by the local government.
Since it is neither possible, nor necessary, that all citizens participate
in the forum, it is desirable that all
community groups are represented by several representatives. The
representatives of these groups will
“defend” the interests of their group
and will enable their view to be
heard, as well. Therefore, the municipality should insist that as many citizens of different profiles and locations in the municipality are present.

Thus, criticism on misuse and politisation of the process will be avoided. The only manner to accomplish
that is to inform all citizens of the
forum and they themselves decide
whether they will participate or not.
Various methods and techniques
can be used for informing and mobilization of the citizens in order to
ensure their greater participartion in
the forum process.

MEETINGS WITH STAKEHOLDERS
In order to provide variety of the
forum participants, the forum initiator may also organise meetings
with specific groups of citizens who
are not likely to participate in the
forum. For example, in more traditional environments women do not
participate in the forum. If we take
into consideration that normally
50% of the population in a certain
community is composed of women, it is good to organise separate
meetings with them (via women
NGOs, agricultural associations of
women and the like) at which the
purpose and the method of work of
the forum and the benefits for them
will be explained, if they decide to
participate. To achieve greater influence, it may be beneficial if at this
meeting or meetings not only mu-

STEP 4

STEP 4 – COMMUNITY
MOBILISATION
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nicipal representatives, the moderator and the co-moderator are present and talk, but also persons having
influence on these target groups.
The same principle may be applied
in order to provide presence of
young people, representatives of the
business sector who are usually too
engaged for such initiatives, as well
as representatives of different ethnic communities at the forum. On
no account may one forget that the
persons present at the forum should
depict the community and if there
are 50% of women in the municipality, they should attend the forum in
approximately the same percent.
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MEETING WITH CITIZENS
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The forum initiator, if s/he believes
that it is necessary, may also organise direct meetings with the citizens,
in order to explain the purpose and
the method of work of the forum
more closely, as well the benefits for
the citizens arising from their participation. The practice of conducting the forums so far revealed that
such meetings lead to considerable
results. They are organised with the
so-called local leaders, people who
are known and distinguished in the
community, people who may animate a substantial number of forum
participants. At these meetings the

municipality should explain the need
for the forum, but also the benefit
from it that each individual/group
may have by participating in it.

DIRECT INVITATIONS
The direct invitations to the forum
should not be excluded and they
have proved to be most effective
in providing forum participants.
The invitations are sent directly, in
writing, to key persons in the community, especially to the ones most
directly affected by the forum topics. They may be sent to: presidents
of urban and local communities,
school principals, public enterprises,
distinguished representatives of the
business sector, presidents of NGOs,
sports clubs, media, professional
associations etc. The invitations are
signed by the Mayors and they also
enclose a brief information-explanation what the forum is about.

NOTIFICATION BY TELEPHONE, E-MAIL ETC.
Following the first forum session (at
which citizens sign the list of participants) the participants may be invited by telephone (following the list of
participants), by sending information
by e-mail, by placing an announcement and invitation for the event
on the municipal website and by

the method “word to mouth”, that
is, by disseminating the information
through friends and acquaintances.

boards, the forum venue local shops,
schools, local communities and other public places where it is allowed
to set posters.

The cooperation with the local and
national media is very important
for the forum process, since only in
that way a higher degree of turnout
and participation of the citizens
may be attained. The participation
of the media on the presentation of
the process should be affirmative,
for which responsibility lies with the
person in charge of public relations
at local level, with active municipal
support.
The most usual way of informing
citizens, especially in the smaller
and/ or rural areas, is by preparation
and placement of posters on the
most crowded places in the community inviting the citizens to attend the forum session. The posters
should include the place ant time
when the forum is going to be held
and its purpose (an example for a
poster is provided in Annex 8). The
posters are placed in public places,
such as the municipal advertising

Simultaneously, leaflets may be
made briefly explaining the purpose
of the forum, the topics, the course
of the process, the time and venue
of the forum and contacts for applying for participation (an example
for a leaflet is provided in Annex 9a
and 9b). The citizens may, but they
do not have to apply for the forum
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INFORMING THE PUBLIC (POSTERS,
LEAFLETS, MEDIA AND PROMOTIONAL
ACTIVITIES, BULLETINS)

before attending the first forum
session.
The bulletins (an example of a bulletin is provided in Annex 10а and
10b) are used to inform the public
on the forum events. These are
developed by the PR person of the
forum, supported by the municipal
coordinator and the moderator, and
they are dissiminated among the
forum participants and between the
citizens of the municipality (in posts,
banks, markets, the municipal building, etc.). The bulletins and other
information relevant for the forum
process can be also developed and
shared electronically or on the website of the municipality or via the
social media.
31
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The forum publishes three bulletin editions. The first issue of the
Budget forum bulletin includes
information about the budget
calander and main definitions from
the municipal budget; the second
edition informs about the work at
the first session, including proposals
for increased revenues, proposed
expenditures as well as interview/
statement by the Mayor and the citizens; while the third edition includes
the projects implemented and the
number of citizen proposals included in the budget of the municipality.
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The bulletin for the project, the
topic and the intermunicipal forum
is printed after the second forum
session and through photographs,
statements of participants, interviews and text it covers the events
of the first two forum sessions. The
second issue is released after the
fifth forum session and it presents
the projects, solutions, suggestions
of the forum relating to the forum
topic. The third issue is released
after the sixth (follow-up) session
and it presents the accomplished
solutions and projects. If the municipality issues it own newsletter, the
information relating to the forum
may be included therein, or may be
printed as a supplement.

The minutes of the forum sessions
also serve as a tool for informing the
citizens what was happening at the
forum. They are drawn up after each
session, are posted on the website
of the municipality and are distributed at the following session. Many
of the municipalities and Mayors
have their Facebook pages through
which they share information about
the events organized by the municipality and its activities. By doing so
they are able to invite the citizens to
participate at the Forum and to get
informed about the discussion and
events of the same. Very often the
OGs create Facebook pages thus
using the social networks for invitations, promotion and informing
about the forum in their municipality.
Before the forum is held, it is recommended that the Mayor appears in
the local electronic and/or printed
media and announces the forum, explaining its purpose and method of
work. Afterwards texts/ announcements in the local media may follow
as an invitation to the citizens to
attend the forum with notification
of the date, place and time. The
purpose is to inform the whole
community that a forum is going to
take place, regardless of the fact
that some citizens will decide not to

Media should enable the forum
process to ensure visibility and they
should actively participate in the
creation and promotion of the democratic manner of reaching decisions at the forum.

STEP 5 - ORGANISING THE FIRST
FORUM SESSION
The forum is composed of six sessions. At the first forum session the
forum process is presented, the topic for the forum is chosen, the structure of the forum is defined and the
principles of work are established
(see Annex 11, 12, 13 and 14 for the
Agenda for the first forum session
for different types of forums).
The first session is crucial for the
forum process, since the purpose
and the importance of the forum
process needs to be presented to
the citizens, as well as the benefit
they will have if they participate in
it. The manner of convening the first
session is defined in Article 12 of
the Rulebook for implementation of
community forums adopted by the
municipality and is now part of their
Statute. The first session has to

attract the interest of the citizens
and to motivate them to become
active participants in adopting the
decisions important for their life and
for the community.

PROJECT FORUM
The first session starts with presentation of the forum, its goals and
specifics, as well as with explanation
of the roles of all parties involved. In
the course of this presentation it is
recommended that good practices
and examples relating to municipalities who had completed the process
and reached specific results are
used. At the beginning of the session the party organising the forum
(most frequently the Mayor) has an
address. Then a presentation explaining the forum organisation and
functioning follows.

STEP 5

attend the forum. Some of them will
most eagerly follow the information
regarding the work of the forum.

After the presentation of the forum
process, the selection of the forum topic follows, which is also the
first joint decision reached by the
citizens participating in the forum.
Depending on what type of a forum
is being conducted (a project, topic,
intermunicipal or a budget forum),
there is a different process for the
selection, i.e.defining of the topic. If
a project forum is concerned, top33
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ics, which are current and significant
for the citizens and which are part
of the municipal strategic plans,
that is, fall under its competence,
are proposed. The party proposing
the topic, the municipality, explains
to the participants why the topics
were proposed and gives brief information relating to each of the
proposed topics. The selection of a
topic is the only decision at the forum that has to be reached by a majority of votes. The reason for that
is that the working tables have not
yet been created, from then on the
decisions are adopted by the participants through the working tables.
Each participant votes for the topic
that s/he believes has priority and
following the counting of votes it
is decided which topic will be discussed throughout the whole forum
process. The topic having majority
of citizen votes is proclaimed a forum topic which will be elaborated
during the forum process.
When topics are selected there is
a danger that the participants who
voted for topics which were not
selected by the majority of citizens
may leave the forum. The role of
the moderator is crucial in that
respect, since s/he should explain to
the participants that even though
”their“ topic was not selected, they

should still stay and contribute as
a group, and that as a result of the
forum there are recommendations
i.e. recommendations that are not
within the subject matter, but are
significant for the local community. Then the process of organising
the forum structure follows, that is,
the distribution of participants by
working tables. Citizens decide at
which working table they are going to sit, in accordance with their
interest, whereby different stakeholders are created in compliance
with the forum topic. The moderator and the co-moderator guide
the process inviting the citizens to
write their names on the flipchart
paper, on which the titles of the
proposed working tables are written (minimum 10) and which are put
on the walls of the premises where
the forum is held. Blank flipchart
papers are also left for the purpose
of organising the working tables on
a proposal of the persons attending
the forum. That is done since this
is the first session and some of the
working tables may not be created
or they may be cancelled at the second session.
It is relevant that participants are
aware of the fact that the working
tables are relating to the topic, then
that they do not sit at a working ta-

In the Municipality of Novo Selo
more than half of the participants
chose the table “agriculture”. Upon
the proposal by the moderator they
divided themselves into: “viticulture”, “fruit-growing” and “farming”.

In the Municipality of Debar most
of the participants chose the table
“education”. Upon the proposal by
the moderator they divided themselves into: “secondary school education”, “elementary education” and
“kindergardens”.
Sitting at working tables with a certain title signifies that each group
may give its perspective regarding
the topic discussed.

If the participant sits at the table
entitled environment, s/he is free
to participate in any discussion
ranging from education to infrastructure, to give his/her opinion
from the aspect of the table s/he
represents.

The participation in working tables
is extremely important, since it is a
precondition for acquiring the right
to vote. Only those citizens who sit
at working tables and who attend
minimum 3 forum sessions may vote
at the fifth forum session. The others will have to sit in the audience.

STEP 5

ble on the basis of their profession
or age, but they should choose the
working group where they wish to
assist the most in defining problems
and project ideas, thinking in line
with that target group. A minimum
of three citizens are needed in order
to create a working table. If there
are more than 15 citizens reported
for one working table, it is best to
separate that working table into
two or three working tables with different names due to more efficient
performance of the working tables.

One of the first “forum” decisions
is the decision on the principles
of work. The forum itself accepts
its principles of work (how will discussions be conducted, how long
will they be, are there going to be
any breaks and the like) and adopts
them. Regarding the principles
of work the moderator and the
co-moderator have two possibilities,
one is to ask the group to propose
the rules itself which they write
down on the flipchart and then to
define and adopt them – which is
acceptable and needs to be practiced more. The other possibility is
to have draft-rules prepared which
are presented to the citizens for
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amendment and adoption. This
method of selecting rules is used if
the participants are not very active
and if there is a possibility that a
list of rules may not be compiled.
The principles of work of the forum
should be written down on a big
piece of paper, which is visible from
a distance and following the adoption by the participants, they are
put in the hall at each session so
that the persons present may see
them and refer to them if necessary
(an example of forum principles of
work is provided in Annex 15).
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At the first session of the project,
intermuncipal and topic forum the
moderator also presents to the participants the criteria for selection of
projects (provided in Annex 16), so
that they would get a picture of the
process expecting them.
Towards the end of the first forum
session the first working group is
created. Account should be taken
that in this group there are representatives of all the working tables,
that there is gender and age balance. This working group shall meet
after the first forum session and will
work on defining the state of the
municipality regarding the selected
topic. In the project, intermunicipal

and topic forum the working group
shall have to determine the problems, to carry out a small research
and to present them before the forum at the following forum session.

INTERMUNICIPAL FORUM
The process is similar when it comes
to selection of the topic in the
intermunicipal forum. Here, the
topics proposed should be topics of
common interest and relevant for all
municipalities involved, and the resolution of the issues deriving from
the selected topic should require
intermunicipal cooperation.
At the intermunicipal forum the
participants are arranged in tables
according their common interest for
the selected topic, and not according to the municipality they are
coming from (for example, all business sector representatives from
both municipalities sit on the same
table).

TOPIC FORUM
One topic is introduced at the topic
forum which is a current (hot) topic
and for which there are two main
opposed standpoints (parties) on
how to resolve it.

The topic at the Budget forum is
determined in advance – development of the municipal budget. At
this type of Forum the municipal
representative informs the citizens
about the process of development
of the municipal budget, the budget
goals and principles, and they s/he
introduces the general structure of
the municipal budget.
At the Budget forum the names of
the working tables are determined
according to the Budget beneficiaries i.e. the competences and budget
programs of the municipalities (for
example: for local economic development, urbanism, health protection, education, communal activities, etc.) and the citizens join these
tables according their interests.
With this type of forum, after the
principles of work were adopted,
the implementation of the Strategic
Development Plan and the municipal priorities for development for
the following year are presented,
followed by discussion about those
priorities. There is also presentation on the structure or content of
the municipal budget along with an
information on what was planned
and implemented during the previous or current year, until the month
that preceds the implementation

of the first forum session. The aim
of this presentation is to acquaint
and educate the citizens about the
layout and concept of the municipal
budget. The budget will be reviewed
in more details at the following
sessions, and the opportunities for
budget influence by the citizens
are also explained. At the Budget
forum the participants do not discuss about the items of the current
municipal costs (salaries, utilities),
but the development plans of the
municipality and the capital investments. However, the budget needs
to be presented as a whole. The first
working group created towards the
end of the first forum session should
summarize the proposals from citizens regarding the strategic priorities and present them at the following forum session. The creation and
organisation of the working group
is an obligation of the moderator
and the co-moderator. All information required by the working group
should be put at its disposal by the
municipal administration.

STEP 5

BUDGET FORUM

The outcome of the first forum
session is a selected topic, created
forum structure (working tables),
adopted principles of work, working
groups created and specific dates
(certain timeframe) for the following
sessions.
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At the second forum session the
problems and solutions are identified, defined and grouped within a
certain/selected topic (please refer
to Annex 19 – Agenda for the second
forum session).
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The second forum session is the
session at which the working tables
will start to operate. Therefore, the
operative group is obliged to prepare
the venue in which the forum is going to be held. Namely, the number
of tables placed will be according to
the tables created in the previous
session. The tables have to be placed
in a semicircle, and on each table
the name of the working table will be
(visibly) put. Account should be taken
that in the future the tables will have
to be arranged in an identical manner for the following forum sessions.
The second forum session starts
with the introduction of the agenda
for the session and approval of the
minutes from the previous session,
and every followin session should
begin in this manner. Then, the
working group created at the previous session will present the detected
problems within the topic selected
at the first forum session, that is, the

results from their research will be
presented, and after that the representatives of the local self-government and local experts will express
their opinions on the topic.
Then the process of identifying
problems and ideas for their solution
follows. Each working table discusses
about and proposes 2-3 problems,
which are then grouped by the moderator and the co-moderator by
their similarity and relation at the
forum so that they can be visible
for everyone. After the listing of the
problems the moderator together
with the co-moderator groups them
according to their similarity and to
their possibility to be resolved by using the same or similar solutions. For
each group of problems the forum
offers solutions again by means of
working tables. If there are numerous solutions, they may be grouped
on the basis of their similarity and
be a part of a single project or prioritisation should be made. Municipal
representatives are also called to define whether the solutions fall within
the competence of the municipality,
whether they are feasible and whether a minor intervention is needed
which does not require a project, so
that projects would not be developed if it is not deemed necessary.
Following the exhausting of all solutions participants on a voluntary

basis, individually apply to work on
development of some of the solutions, in accordance with their conviction and ability to provide their
contribution. Thus, working groups
are created which will then work on
development of the draft-projects.

At the end of the forum session an
agreement on holding the following
session is reached, the date and time
is specified and an assessment of the
efficiency of the session is made by a
written evaluation.

The working groups should include
minimum three persons, whereas
the maximum number is not limited.
The working groups in the period
between the second and the third
forum session should conduct additional research on the problem
and the solution offered. In order to
facilitate the work of the working
groups they are previously given a
prepared form, with items on which
they should focus (see Annex 17Draft-concept template).

INTERMUNICIPAL FORUM

The groups of problems detected by
the citizens for which, due to various
reasons (their scope, funds needed
for their implementation, competences of local self-government units
and the like) a working group for
their solution was not created, are
discussed at the forum and may be
given as recommendations to the
local self-government in order to be
overcome.

At the intermunicipal forum Mogila-Novaci half of the sessions took
place in Mogila and half in Novaci,
whereas, at the intermunicipal
forum Radovish - Konche more
of the forum sessions took place
in Radovish, and a lesser part of
them took place in Konche.

STEP 6

At this forum participants will acquire information who may be a
project carrier and criteria on selection of projects (see Annex 18 - Conditions for a project carrier).

For this type of a forum the process
is the same as for the project forum,
whereby sessions are held on the basis of the principle of rotation in each
of the municipalities and the transport of “guest” participants to the
venue where the forum takes place is
provided by the municipalities.

BUDGET FORUM
The second forum session starts with
the adoption of the minutes of the
previous forum session, followed by a
presentation from the working group
of the draft-priorities. A discussion
on the priorities for development
of the municipality for the following
year and adoption of the proposals
39
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follows. Then an overview of the
planned as opposed to the accomplished municipal revenues for the
current year is provided and there
is a discussion. It is also possible to
compare the revenues in the last
several years in order to see the
trend of revenue collection in the
municipality. The municipal representatives present the projection,
that is, the revenue plan for the
following year, whereafter there is a
forum discussion where the citizens
are invited to provide their proposals for increase of the revenues in
the municipality, improved collection of the same or restructuring
(reduction in the interest of other
increases).
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A proposal was raised at the
Budget forum in Strumica from
the citizens on introduction of paid
parking, which was accepted by the
municipality.
At one Budget forum session in
Makedonski Brod, a proposal was
raised 5% of the price per m3 of
heating wood to be considered
municipal revenue, while in the
Municipality of Probishtip there was
proposal 1% of the alcohol sales in
the restaurants to be allocated to
sports.
In Karbinci, the citizens saw the
possibility for increase of the
municipal revenues in renting of the
premises owned by the municipality.

When there are many programs,
choice is made i.e. allocation which
programs will be discussed at the
third and which at the fourth forum session. It is very important
that the Budget is presented in
simple and understandable manner
for the citizens using visual means
(graphs and tables), with specific
amounts but also with percentages
so each participant can easily understand the data. In this context,
the timely involvement of the person from the Department/Sector
for finances in the forum process is
of crucial importance. This person
would have to process the budget
data in a format that is easily undertstandable for the moderator,
co-moderator, and the citizens, and
to present that data at the forum
sessions. This is a challenge since
the municipal budgets in Macedonia are linebudgets and not program-based, and the discussion
requires their review per programs
and projects. At the end of this Forum session a working group is established for preparing a report on
the recommendations of the participants for increase of the revenues
in the municipality for the following
year (see Annex 20 - Agenda for the
second forum session of the budget
forum).

PROJECT FORUM
At the third forum session (following
the presentation of the agenda and
the adoption of the minutes of the
previous forum session) the reports
of the working groups which conducted research for each group of
problems and developed solutions
to them are presented. The forum
decides whether an approval for
development of the concept into
a project should be given. Namely,
each of the working groups presents
the concept it worked on between
the two sessions. It is obligatory
that each working group uses the
concept template for the presentation, and each working group is free
to make an additional presentation
if it deems necessary. Due to equal
duration of the presentations a time
limit (for example 10 minutes) for
the additional presentation will be
defined.
Then the proposed solutions are
discussed and their feasibility is
reviewed. When we refer to feasibility, we have in mind the technical, time and financial aspects. In
terms of technical aspects we mean
requesting information from the

municipal representatives whether
the draft-solutions are under the
competence of the local self-government unit, whether they are in
compliance with the detailed urban
plan (DUP), what are the plans of the
municipality regarding the solution,
so that no overlapping of some projects/activities occurs. Time aspect
means that they can be implemented within the time framework available, whereas financial aspect means
that they are within the available
fund intended for the forum or the
municipal budget. At the same time,
it is defined whether the proposed
solutions are in compliance with the
topic and the criteria for selection
of projects.
This means that following the presentation of each concept, the forum
(the participants) have the right to
ask additional questions and then
the forum decides (votes at each
table) whether support will be given
to the working group who worked on
the concept to continue to develop
it in the form of a project.

STEP 7

STEP 7 – ORGANISING THE THIRD
FORUM SESSION

At this session the template for
prearingthe draft-project is presented (see Annex 21 - Draft-project
template) in front of all forum participants and those working groups
who were entitled by the forum to
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develop the proposed solutions
into a full project, are vested with a
task to draw up a draft-project for
the following session (see Annex 22Agenda for the third forum session
of the project forum).
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The process of preparing projects
between sessions is led by the moderator and the co-moderator with
the support of the OG and the local
self-government unit representatives,
and if it is deemed necessary experts
may also be engaged. Between the
third and the fourth session it is
necessary to leave more time, that
is, minimum one month so that the
working groups would have sufficient
time to develop the projects and
budgets, and to collect minimum
technical documentation in order to
prove that the projects are feasible
and may be implemented.

BUDGET FORUM
The third forum session starts with
the presentation of the agenda and
adoption of the minutes from the
previous forum session. Then we
have presentation of the proposals
by the citizens from the previous
session regarding increase of the
municipal revenues, mainly the
feedback on the relevance of these
proposals. A discussion with ad-

ditional proposals by participants
follows. After the break, a presentation regarding the expenditures in
the municipal budget for the following year and in the current year
follows in order to see the expenditure trend in the municipality. This is
done by presenting the structure of
the Budget illustrated with tables,
graphs and pies showing the percentages and trends.
Then followes a presentation of the
expenditure programs selected at
the previous session. These are presented by municipal representatives
and also include the projects that
belong to those programs, including
the amounts. Discussion is opened
about the programs after each presentation and proposals are received
from the citizens (by the working
tables) for each of the programs.
In general, at the third and fourth
session when there is discussion
about the expenditures, the solutions proposed by the municipality
are also discussed and, eventually,
new proposals by the citizens (as
exception). It is up to the moderator
to decide how s/he is going to keep
this balance in order not to have a
situation where Budget forum turns
into Project forum. The citizens can
provide new proposals for projects
that would be included in the pro-

If the budget forum is conducted
in a bigger municipality with a large
number of urban and rural neighbourhood units which function well
and are regularly used by the municipality for consultations, then in
parallel with the forum process in
such municipalities consultations in
the urban and rural neighbourhood
units may be conducted in order
to determine the priorities of each
settlement. This process should be
completed prior to the third forum
session, so that at this session after
the overview of the planned expenditures for the development programmes for the next year a presentation of the defined priorities
first of the urban neighbourhood
units , and at the following session
of the rural neighbourhood units

follows. That is done by a representative of the working group established at the previous session.
If a smaller municipality is concerned, it may ask the presidents of
the urban and rural neighbourhood
units to determine the priorities
with the citizens in their areas alone
(prior to the initiation of the first forum session) and then to participate
in the forum, conveying the needs
of the citizens of their area at the
forum and making efforts that such
priorities are included as budget
priorities (see Annex 23 and 24 Agenda for the third forum session
of the budget forum with and without urban and rural neighbourhood
units).

STEP 8 – ORGANISING THE FOURTH
FORUM SESSION
PROJECT FORUM

STEP 8

grams, to confirm the municipal proposals or to request some proposal
to be removed from the budget.
There should be also discussion
about the funds allocated for some
projects – whether the same should
be increased or reduced. The OA
representatives shall have their say
about these proposals – are they appropriate and can they be included
in the list. Finally, a working group in
charge of preparation of the report
on the recommendations and proposals by participants is established.

At the fourth forum session the
projects prepared by the working
groups are presented. The goals,
the results, the activities and the
budget are presented. After each
presentation the forum participants are entitled to ask additional
questions, give their comments and
suggestions for improvement of
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the projects. The forum should pay
attention to the criteria for project selection when comments and
suggestions are given. At the same
time, the feasibility of the projects
is inspected for the second time
and the minimum technical documentation is analysed (for example
competences of the local self-government units, DUP, property lists,
consent by institutions and partners
concerned by the project). Among
the key aspects analysed within the
projects are who will be the project
holder and the project sustainability.
If there are suggestions or recommendations for amendments to the
project, the forum delivers them to
the working group which is obliged
to accept and prepare them by
the fifth session when actually the
voting for the final projects will take
place (see Annex 25 - Agenda for the
fourth forum session of the project
forum).

BUDGET FORUM
The fourth session includes a presentation and discussion on the
report of the working group regarding the proposals of the participants
for the development programmes
of the budget discussed at the
previous session and which refer
to the forthcoming year. In gener-

al, this session is focused on the
presentation and discussion about
the remaining development programmes and projects of the municipal budget for the following year.
The discussion may expand on one
of the following topics for instance:
education and culture, social issues
and sports, economic development
etc. Finally, a working group is established for preparation of the report
on the recommendations and proposals by participants.
In bigger municipalities the forum
starts with an overview of the citizens’ priorities suggested at the third
forum session by a representative of
the working group. Then the Mayor
presents the planned expenditures
per development programmes for
the rural areas for the following year,
whereafter questions by the participants and discussion follows.
Then the representative of the
working group gives an overview
of the submitted priorities given
by the rural neighbourhood units.
Finally, the working tables define
draft priorities of the forum for the
settlements for the following year
and present them in front of the
forum (see Annex 26 and 27 - Agenda for the fourth forum session of
the budget forum with and without
local communities).

Between the fourth and fifth session
the moderator manages the working
group which, in cooperation with the
OA, decides which projects in the
frames of which program shall be
voted at the fifth forum session, and
this is done in accordance with the
criterion on which program is having
greater financial stake in the budget.
In the Municipality of Krivogashtani, between the fourth and fifth
forum session, from a total of 60
projects proposed at the session
of the working group with the
represenattives from all working
tables, 30 projects were shortlisted which were then prioritized at
the fifth forum session.

STEP 9 – ORGANISING THE FIFTH
FORUM SESSION
At the fifth forum session projects
which will be financed by the available funds are selected/ prioritized
and the recommendations given
throughout the forum process are
summarised.

PROJECT FORUM
At the fifth forum session the projects to be financed by the available funds are selected. Before the
voting process, the attendance of
participants is registered an assessment of the whole forum process is
made and the manner of voting is
presented. The right to vote is also
regulated, that is all those who did
not attend minimum three forum
session, join the audience. Then the
address of the representatives of
the working groups to the forum
follows, whereby the projects are
briefly presented and the reasons
why the forum should vote for the
respective project are stated. These
presentations of the working groups
differ from the ones provided in the
previous sessions, since the forum
is already well acquainted with the
projects and there is no need for
detailed presentation. Only the key
goals of the project are emphasised,
what will be accomplished by it and

STEP 9

Normally, each forum session for
all types of forums starts with a
welcome, an overview of the activities of the previous session, as
well as presentation of the goals
and the agenda of the session. The
minutes from the previous session
are also adopted. In the course of
the sessions, the moderator and the
co-moderator remind the forum
participants of the forum principles of work, the criteria on project
selection, as well as the voting rules.
At the end of each session short session asevaluation is done, in writing,
using appropriate template.
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the budget, as well as the holder and
partners of the project. The working
groups notify if they had made any
modifications to the project before
the session or if they had provided a
certain document (that depends on
the fact whether there were remarks
for improvement of the project at
the previous session) and lobby participants to vote for their project (for
example, some of the working groups
might have been requested to provide a letter of support of a certain
institution or a possession document, so that the ownership would
be verified etc.).
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Then the voting starts according to
the rules for project selection (see
Annex 28 - Rules for project selection). A “Eurovision” voting model is
applied. The voting is conducted at
the working tables and all working tables start to vote at the same time.
Papers with the names of all projects
are handed out to the working tables. The order of the names on the
voting ballot (see Annex 29- Voting
ballot template) is an alphabetical
one. Each of the working tables gives
points at the voting. Points are given
in accordance with the number of
projects, for example if there are 5
projects the project with the best
ranking receives 5 points, whereas
the one with the worst ranking 1

point. Each of the working table receives two voting ballots and writes
identical results on them. The moderator and the co-moderator put a
stamp on both voting ballots after
the voting at each table and take one
of the ballots. The working tables
do not communicate between them
during the voting. Votes are not read
until all working tables have submitted the voting results. Following the
voting, there is a process of presentation of the votes. Each working
table reads the voting results and the
votes of each of the working tables
are entered into a previously prepared table (see Annex 30- Ranking
table) which is projected on a cloth/
wall. The representative of each
working table reads the votes, the
representatives of the party organising the forum/the donor have the
second ballot of the respective table
and check if the votes are the same,
whereafter the votes are entered
into the table. In that manner the
voting is conducted in a highly transparent way. As soon as all working
tables have voted for the projects,
the results are summarised and the
project which acquired most of the
votes is selected for implementation.
If two projects acquire equal number
of votes, the same voting principle
is applied, but solely for those two
projects. All working tables vote for

In the Municipality of Kochani 10
draft-projects were voted for and
the second and the third project obtained the same number of points.
Instead of conducting a second
voting, it was counted which project
acquired more 9 and 10 marks and
that project was ranked as first.
In the Municipality of Karbinci out
of 4 projects voted for, the second
and the third project had the same
number of votes. Each working table
was requested to vote again only for
those two projects.
In the Municipality of Gjorche Petrov
it was voted for 2 projects and since
the total number of working tables
was an even number (10), the table
of the municipal administration
withdrew from the voting.

In order to have a successful voting
process, a good preparation and
coordination with the OG, which
has certain tasks during the session
itself, is necessary.
At the end of the session, the list
of recommendations signed by all
citizens is submitted to the Mayor
and citizens are informed about

the activities that follow that is a
brief outline of how the process
of project implementation will be
conducted is provided (see Annex 31
- Agenda for the fifth forum session
of the project forum).
The municipality is responsible for
the implementation of the recommendations. At the last session a
working group in charge of following
the implementation of the recommendations is established. Prior
to the follow-up session, a report
about which recommendations were
implemented is drawn up and it is
presented in front of the forum.

BUDGET FORUM
At the fifth session citizens decide,
that is choose which programme is
a priority and which project within
the respective programme will be
implemented. In fact, the expectation is that all programs and projects that are integral part of the
Budget will be implemented and
the voting at the fifth session only
provides directions to the Mayor
and the municipal Council which
programs and projects are most
important for the citizens and which
of those would have to be urgently
implemented. In the first segment
of the forum session the agenda is
presented, the minutes from the

STEP 9

the two projects and the results of
all working tables are summarised.
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previous session are approved and
then the working group, established
at the prior session, informs about
the proposals of the citizens raised
at the previous session. The municipality presents the results of the
forum process, that is information
is provided to the forum as to how
many projects and recommendations
proposed by the citizens are included in the programmes and which
suggestions given by citizens were
not accepted and why. This presentation is provided by the municipality,
but it is prepared together with the
working group and refers to all the
recommendations and suggestions
which were discussed at the sessions. Before the voting process,
the attendance of participnats is
established, an assessment of the
whole forum process is made and the
manner of voting and regulation of
the right to vote is presented, that
is all those who did not attend minimum three forum sessions, join the
audience. Then a presentation of the
programmes to be voted for follows.
In the municipalities that have less
programs and less projects (not more
than 30), all programs and projects
are ranked on two special lists that
are put to vote. Each working table
votes, that is, decides and chooses
a priority programme. In situations
when the budget of the municipality
has numerous programs with over

30 projects there is a pre-selection
process of the projects by the WT
before the fifth session, at the session of the working group alsocalled
mini-forum, so the total number of
projects is reduced up to 30 projects.
This pre-selection is carried out by
municipal administration representatives, the moderator and the working group consisted of 2-3 members
from each working table, while attention is being paid on the fact which
program received most of the proposals, which projects were mainly
discussed by participants how much
they cost and the opinion of the
working table members is respected.
Then, at the fifth session, the manner in which the projects were
pre-selected is explained and those
pre-selected programs and projects
are put to vote. All programs i.e.
projects from the lists are voted
in a manner that the most priority
ones receive maximum votes. The
maximum number of votes that can
be castfor a list is the number that
shows how many programs/ projects
there are on the list. As soon as the
voting process ends, the voted lists,
in a formal manner, are submitted to
the Mayor and the municipal administration.
In addition to the list voted at the
forum, a separate list of recommendations is also made which includes

Finally, a working group in charge
of advocating and monitoring the
forum proposals, recommendations
and projects, which are submitted
to the Mayor, signed by all forum
participants, is established. The
working group should be composed
of representatives of all the working
tables and it will participate in the
sessions of the Municipal Council and
in the meetings of the commissions
within the Municipal Council in order
to present and support the forum
suggestions. The working group will
also follow the implementation of
the selected projects and will participate in the sessions for modification/ rebalance of the budget (for the
projects which were presented and
discussed at the forum see Annex 32
- Agenda for the fifth forum session
of the budget forum).

STEP 10 – IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
SELECTED PROJECTS
The carrier of the project, who is
established throughout the forum
sessions and should sign an agreement with the municipality or the
donor on the forum funds, is responsible for the implementation of the
selected projects. The carrier of the

project should appoint a project
coordinator (see Annex 33 - Description of the working tasks of project
coordinator). S/He should ensure
that all envisaged project activities
are implemented in accordance
with the timeframe and budget. S/
He should also establish permanent
coordination with the municipality
(if the municipality is not carrier of
the project) and to inform the public of the project progress. In the
Budget forums, in most of the cases
the municipality is the carrier of the
projects.
If infrastructure projects are concerned, the implementation of the
projects starts with the preparation of the technical documentation which should be prepared in
accordance with the legislation in
force, and primarily with the Law
on Construction. The municipality
is responsible for the provision of
project/technical documentation,
studies, elaborations and the like, it
should conduct the whole procedure
in the preparation of the necessary
project/technical documentation.
As soon as the technical documentation is prepared and approved by
the authorised person, the tendering procedure is initiated in accordance with the Law on Public Procurement. In cases when projects

STEP 10

other projects and proposals that
were raised during the forum process.
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requiring procurement of goods or
services are concerned, detailed
specification will have to be drawn
up.
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If all or most of the funds are provided by a donor, Article 9 of the Law
on Public Procurement, which provides for a possibility the donor to
determine the terms of the tendering procedure, that is provides for a
possibility of shortening the duration of the tendering procedure and
confining of the right to complaint,
may be applied.
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Following the selection of the companies (contractor, supervisor and
supplier) and the signing of the contracts with them, the carrier of the
project should have a meeting with
the partners at which s/he would
inform them which companies were
selected, would provide information
on the expected timeframe and
would discuss on their role at each
stage of the project. The carrier of
the project should be in permanent
contact and coordination with the
partners.
The professional supervision on
the implementation of the project
works is conducted by the supervising engineer selected at a tender,
but the monitoring may also be conducted by the municipality and the

working group established at the
last session in terms as to whether
all envisaged activities take place
and are being implemented as it was
voted at the forum.
It is of vital importance that the
whole process of project implementation is transparent and that the
citizens are regularly informed of
the project progress via the media
and by the municipal website. The
working group which is established
at the last forum session and follows the implementation of the
recommendations also follows the
implementation of the project. The
transparency of this process, as well
as the successful implementation of
the project is of exceptional importance, since in that manner the
municipality gains the citizens’ trust
and provides their participation in
the forthcoming forum processes.

STEP 11 – ORGANISING THE
FOLLOW-UP, SIXTH SESSION
The follow-up session is held following the completion of the selected project/implementation of the
forum conclusions/before the prepraration of the budget for the next
year starts.
The follow-up session serves for pro-

All parties participating in the process of forum sessions, as well as the
whole public is invited to attend this
session. The municipality presents
the forum results, the implemented
projects and recommendations.
It is organised following the implementation of the selected project
and all citizens are invited to attend
this session by means of telephone
calls, calls via the media, posters,
e-mail. The carrier of the project
should prepare a presentation on
the whole project implementation
process. It is useful if the presentation includes photos of the project
activities, and if construction of
facilities and infrastructural undertakings are concerned, it should
include photos before, in the course
of and after the construction works.
The municipality should be responsible for the preparation of a presentation of the recommendations
and should notify the forum which
of them were implemented (Annex
34 - Agenda for the follow-up forum
session).
At this session of the Budget forum,

the forum process for the following
financial year is announced. The
Mayor and the municipal administration provide feedback in relation
to implementation and changes
in the municipal budget occurred
during the period from adoption of
the Budget to the follow-up session,
the implementation of the priority
projects from the forum and implementation of the forum recommendations. At the budget forums
a presentation is also made by the
working group following the process
of budget adoption and implementation. It informs on the course of
the process and on which of the
envisaged activities were implemented.

STEP 11

viding feedback on the implemented
programs, projects and recommendations i.e. for implementation of
the budget.
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CHAPTER 5
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CHALLENGES OF
THE FORUM PROCESS
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Every process has its challenges
and this one is not an exception.
Being aware of the challenges one
will be able to organise and lead
the process better and that is why
we decided to number some of
them in this Rulebook, believing
that it would facilitate the process
and would enable better quality of
the forum sessions:
THE TOPIC FOR THE BUDGET FORUM
Besides the fact that citizens are
interested in the way their money is
spent, very often the Budget of the
municipality, as a topic, could be a
challenge for them. The citizens do
not have sufficient knowledge about
the budget, how it is prepared and
about the budget programs. The
content of the budget could be unclear and difficult to understand for
the forum participants, even boring,
if the budget is presented in the way

it is managed internally by the municipality for its goals, with balances
and codes. For this reason, it is very
important for the person from the
Financial Department to cooperate
with the moderator/ co-moderator
and the municipal coordinator, and
with their directions to revise the
budget i.e.programs and present
them in easy and understandable
manner. For this purpose, short
presentations with pies, graphs,
photos, etc. can be used that will
help simplify things. The moderator can also assist this process by
asking instigating questions at the
forum session in order to explain
some sections of the budget, will be
asking the citizens do they understand what has been presented, will
compare that budget with managing
domestic budget, etc. in order to
help the forum participants understand the full picture about the
budget. Furthermore, the presence
of the Mayor at the forum also helps

since s/he is able to better explain
the budget details by connecting
the topics of revenues and expenditures.

MUNICIPAL REVENUES/ THE SECOND
SESSION OF THE BUDGET FORUM
Special challenge for the Budget
forum is the second forum session
where there is discussion about the
revenues and proposals are requested from the citizens for their increase
or better collection. It happens that
citizens raise proposals that cannot
be accepted and implemented by the
municipality since it does not have
such competence. It is therefore very
important, at the very beginning of
the forum i.e. at the first session, to
explain the competences of the municipality and have the Mayor attend
the second session so s/he can hear
the ideas of the citizens and respond
immediately whether something
is feasible or not, so no unrealistic
expectations are created among the
citizens. The municipal administration could be more proactive when
it comes to provision of proposals
about the revenues.

MIXING BUDGET AND PROJECT FORUM
The municipalities that implemented Project forum are sometimes

faced with a dilemma: when they
should be implementing Budget
forum. With the Project forum we
have open topic which is selected
by the citizens themselves, which is
not the case with the Budget forum
where the topic is already determined (the budget of the municipality) and the municipality must clearly
explain that when it will be informing the stakeholders and citizens
about the forum event. In the Project forum, the citizens are allocated per working tables according to
the social groups of the community,
while in the Budget forum the tables are arranged according to the
budget issues i.e. competences. The
Project forum sessions are managed
according to the project cycle management methodology (topic-problem-solution) and the Budget forum
is managed according to the budget
structure (revenues-expenditures).
The outcomes from both forum
types are recommendations and
projects.

AGREEMENT ON THE GOALS OF THE
FORUM
In order the forum to be successful,
all participant need to be aware why
it is taking place. The moderator
needs to explain the goals and the
process of the forum. S/He should
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introduce himself/herself and all
other parties playing a particular
role in the process (the co-moderator, the operative group etc.) and
explain where the forum starts from
and what is its direction, and when
and how it will finish. It must be
explained to the citizens what the
extent of their engagement is, that
is what is expected from them. That
should be done at the first forum
session.

table. Then in the discussions in
front of the forum each table expres¬ses¬ its position and by means
of a debate a forum consensus is
accomplished. The work at working
tables creates a positive competition between the various stakeholders and increases the responsibility
of the participants and at the same
time it also ensures efficiency in the
operation of the forum.

SELECTION OF A VENUE OF THE FORUM
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WORKING WITH THE WORKING TABLES
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The working tables are the main tool
through which the forum functions.
The creation of the working tables
is done at the first session and the
citizens participate in and discuss
at the forum through their working
tables. It is very difficult to provide
everybody with the opportunity to
speak at a forum of 60 or 100 participants. In that manner the forum
session would be much longer than
3 hours. However, it is much easier
for 6 to 8 persons at one table to
reach an agreement. Putting the
working tables in charge of different
tasks, the moderator has an opportunity to hear the opinion of various
stakeholders. The participants, on
the other hand, may freely express
their opinions at the working tables,
but also reach a consensus at their

The venue of the forum is provided
by the municipality and its selection
should be made in the preparatory
period, prior to holding of the forum. In the selection of the venue,
account should be taken that it is
easily recognisable in the area and
corresponds to the needs of the
event.
In the selection of the forum venue,
note should be taken that it is:
a bigger, open premises which may
accommodate a large number of
people and which is suitable for
putting the tables in a semicircle
(at least 10) and the necessary
supporting equipment (boards, an
overhead projector, interpretation
equipment, sound system and the
like). The chairs should not be fixed
and there should be space for the

moderator, the co-moderator and
the participants to move.
The premises most frequently used
at the forums held so far were bigger school halls, cultural centers,
restaurants.

accessible for everyone (for example for persons with disabilities);
there are suitable working conditions during all seasons (for example heating in the winter and
air-conditioning in the summer).
This should be take into consideration, since the forum session lasts
from 2 to 3 hours;
to have proper lighting (not too
dark, or too bright);
to be easily accessible so that all
citizens may reach it (for example
to be located in the municipality
centre), or, there should be transport to it.
In the practice so far the place and
time of the forum were most frequently scheduled for the same day
of the week and at the same venue,
in order to provide continuity of the
forum. However, there were cases
when the sessions were organised in
different villages (for example in the

Municipality of Novo Selo). At the
intermunicipal forum in Mogila and
Novaci the sessions were organised
in both municipalities respectively.

SELECTION OF TIME OF HOLDING THE
FORUM
The time of holding the forum
should be agreed at the forum and
it should be acceptable for most of
the participants. The time of holding the first forum session is proposed by the operative group, since
it is composed of representatives
of different stakeholders, which will
participate in the forum. Then, at
the first forum session the persons
present reach an agreement regarding the day and time of holding the
following forums. The time of holding the forum depends on the local
context in each of the municipalities. According to the experience,
the time of holding the forum was
different, that is, some forum sessions were organised at noon (12:00
hrs) and in the afternoon (17:00 hrs),
as well as in the evening (19:00 hrs
or 20:00 hrs), in accordance with the
needs of the citizens and the specifics of the municipalities in which the
forum is organised, that is, the working habits and the culture of life.
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In the Municipality of Novo Selo,
as a rural municipality, the time of
holding the sessions was changed
depending on the period of the
year; in the winter earlier, at 16:00
hrs, in the spring, when agricultural works begin, later – at 20:00 hrs.
In urban environments, for example in the Municipality of Aerodrom, the forum usually started at
17:00 hrs.
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It is desirable that the venue and
the time of holding the forum are
the same in the course of the whole
forum process and are written on
all posters and invitations used to
inform the citizens. This is a good
practice, since people acquire the
habit of coming to the forum, they
may plan their time and prepare
themselves more easily.
In the Municipality of Kochani the
Budget forum sessions were held
each Tuesday at 18:00 hrs.

LEADING FORUM DISCUSSIONS
The forum as a process is envisaged
as a place for exchange of ideas
which will contribute to better solu-

tions. Therefore, the active discussion is necessary. The moderator
and the co-moderator only guide
the process, whereas the citizens,
that is, the forum participants, are
the ones who need to provide suggestions, to express their opinions,
to discuss and decide. The neutrality
of the moderator does not mean
that s/he is excused from the discussion, on the contrary s/he must
follow it closely and intervene if s/
he notices ridiculous proposals are
raised by the citizens regarding
any issue at the forum. Particularly
due to that reason, the moderator
should constantly motivate and
encourage the forum participants to
express their opinions and attitudes
relating to the issues discussed, by
using various participation methods
and techniques.
The forum discussions are always
guided by the determined topic (for
example the budget in the budget
forums), that is, the topic selected by the participants at the first
forum session. They have several
characteristics:
Participativeness. All forum participants (except for the members
of the operative group) are entitled to participate in the forum
discussions regardless whether
they constitute a part of the

working tables or sit in the audience.
Consensuality. The forum participants, by means of working tables, adopt all decisions by reaching a consensus.
Moderation. So that every forum participant may feel free to
express his/her opinion and all
parties may agree, that is come to
an agreement regarding a certain
issue, the good moderation is
of key importance, which on no
account may overlook the final
outcome of each forum session.
Result oriented discussions. Each
forum session has a particular
goal which is presented to the
participants at the beginning and
is accomplished at the end of the
session. The ultimate goal of the
forums is prepared projects and
recommendations.

COOPERATION BETWEEN THE
MODERATOR AND THE CO-MODERATOR
The moderator and the co-moderator are a team which jointly guides
the citizens through the forum.
Those two persons prior to the beginning of the forum process, as well
as prior to each forum session, need
to distinguish their roles and tasks

so that it would be clear who will be
in charge of something. The team
develops a plan for conducting the
session prior to each session in which
is clearly defined what will be done
during the session, and what will be
the role of each of them. The moderator and the co-moderator despite
the verbal communication should
carefully observe the nonverbal
communication of the forum participants. Very frequently the expression
on people’s face and the position of
the body convey various messages,
as for example if they are interested or not interested in the topic,
that they are exhausted by a certain
discussion, that a break is necessary,
that something is not perfectly clear
etc. The observation of such messages may to a great extent facilitate the process and make it more
pleasant for all the participants. As
soon as participants notice that the
moderator follows them and their
reactions, they will be more open
for cooperation and more eager to
participate. That is why both persons
should be permanently focused on
the forum, on the participants and
on each other. They may previously
agree how they will understand each
other by using body language. Only
the excellent coordination and visual
contact between the two will enable
an undisturbed flow of the session.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FORUM
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The recommendations arising from
the forum sessions are equally important as the projects. They are
actually solutions and/or ideas of
the citizens regarding certain community problems which cannot be
completed in the course of the
forum, are not under the direct
competence of the local self-government or, are not connected with the
forum topic, but their solution is important for the citizens. Frequently
some of the recommendations do
not require greater interventions,
and yet they are important (for example to provide security in schools,
to regularly clean and maintain the
park and the river bank and the like).
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The recommendations also include
the draft-projects which at the fifth
session did not manage to enter
within the project implementation
fund. Not every single recommendation given by a citizen is a forum
recommendation. In order to be a
forum recommendation, the whole
forums needs to discuss on the suggestion and to agree that is it significant and needs to be resolved in the
future, so that it can be proclaimed
a recommendation. Recommendations are gathered throughout the
entire forum process and at the fifth
session the recommendation list

signed by all forum participants is
handed over to the Mayor by one or
a group of participants. The municipality has an obligation to take into
consideration the recommendations
handed over by the forum and to
strive to accomplish them. At the
follow-up, sixth session, the municipal representative should express
his/her attitude towards the recommendations, that is, establish what
the municipality managed to do
with them (to implement them, to
include them in the budget for the
following year, to include them in
the strategic plan, to refer to another responsible institution, etc.).
In the Municipality of Prilep eight
draft-projects were developed,
out of which two were financed by
the project fund, whereas for the
remaining ones the municipality
undertook the obligation to find
a donor. Four of them were implemented by the municipality with the
assistance of other donors, and one
was taken over by the Government
and will be implemented at a national level.
In the Municipality of Berovo seven draft-projects were developed,
out of which one was financed by a
project fund. One of the remaining
projects was implemented by the
municipality with the assistance of
one government agency.

ENSURING CONTINOUS PARTICIPATION
IN THE FORUM
The greater the number of participants the bigger the importance of
the forum, that is its solutions are
more vital for the local self-government. Therefore, the moderator,
the co-moderator and the operative group have to work constantly
on the promotion of the forum, its
importance and results, in order to
contribute to the sustainability or
increasing of the number of participants. Sometimes there is a need to
increase the number of participants,
since the number of participants at
the sessions has decreased (most
often it happens between the second and the third session, if one of
the proposed solutions may not be
developed into a project). It is then
necessary to organise a more intensive process of mobilisation of citizens between the sessions, by using
the different techniques already
described above. In this process, it
is necessary that the whole forum
team is involved, that is, the local
self-government unit, the moderator, the co-moderator and the OG.
The forum preparation can take
place through the urban/rural neighbourhood units. At the same time,
it is very important to determine
the reason due to which the num-

ber of citizens decreased in order to
be able to choose the most suitable
technique for their mobilization for
the second time. The best “tool”
is involvement of the citizens and
their activation in the work between
the sessions on solutions and projects. In that manner, citizens have
a proactive contribution, develop an
enhanced feeling of responsibility for
the suggested solutions and become
familiar with the process of draft-project development. Visual materials
can be also developed that will enable easier access for the citizens
to budget information (for example,
e-brochure regarding the budget).
If a certain group of citizens has
withdrawn because their project
idea was not accepted by the forum, it is necessary to organise a
meeting with them and to emphasise to them that there is a possibility that they give their support
to another group. If the number of
participants is unsatisfactory at
the beginning of the forum process,
then it is necessary to explain the
goal of the process and the importance of citizen participation, as
well as the benefits that citizens
will have from their participation.
If some particular ethnic group is
absent from the forum, a separate
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meeting with representatives of
that group needs to be organized
(between the forum sessions) at
which the benefit of everyone’s
involvement will be explained.
The same goes for the women and
youth. The Municipaluity of Studenichani implemented a Budget
forum for the first time, and the
women participation was increased
from 16% at the third session, to
23% at the final forum session.
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PRESENCE AT WORKING TABLES
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As early as at the first forum sessions
the participants need to become
familiar that the decision on participation in a certain working table is
final, that is, that no transfers from
one working table to another working table are allowed. This contributes to the permanence of the working tables which is necessary for the
functioning of the forum. Normally,
the interest of a certain category of
persons may be lost and they may
leave the forum process, but in order
to have the right to vote the table
needs to have minimum 3 persons
who regularly attended the forum
(each person sitting at the table
needs to attend minimum 3 forum
sessions).

In the course of the process of forum sessions, it happens that citizens do not participate by sitting at
the same table the whole time and
thus they do not acquire the right to
vote at the last session. Therefore,
it is necessary to explain at the very
beginning that the right to vote from
a specific working table is acquired
by regular participation in the work
of that working table throughout the
entire process, as well as to emphasise the need for participation in
minimum 3 sessions, including the
fifth session, as well. It is useful that
rule is stressed at the beginning of
each session, and at the same time
the OG should monitor the presence
of citizens by the lists of participants
and if switching of working tables is
observed, the OG should notify the
moderator, who will point that out
and will remind of the rule on permanence of the working tables. If it
is observed at the last voting session that a part of the citizens still
participated from different working
tables, then they should vote from
the working table in which they participated the most (for example, if
from 5 sessions they attended, three
times they were noted at the working
table education, and two times at
the working table health, they vote
from the working table education).
If, however, the participant has the
same number of attendances at two

working tables – two times at the
working table education and two
times at the working table healththen s/heshould vote from the working table at which s/he sat during the
fourth forum session.

RULE “ONE TABLE = ONE VOTE”
When the working tables are created
the participants need to become familiar with the fact that during the
voting all working tables are equal.
That means, that no working table
(for example local self-government,
young people etc.) will not have priority during the voting. It should also
be explained to the participants
that the number of persons sitting
at the tables does not affect the
voting process, since one table has a
right to one vote.
If 4 people sit at one table and 10
people sit at another table during
the voting both tables will have
one vote each.

MINIMUM THREE ATTENDANCES TO
ACQUIRE A RIGHT TO VOTE
For the decisions of the forum,
primarily the selection - ranking of
projects at the fifth session to have
greater “merit” a minimum number

of attendances shall be defined.
For the persons to have a right to
vote at their table, they must have
attended minimum three sessions,
including the last fifth session.
Persons with a lower number of attendances will not participate in the
decision making process.
The rule that one working table has
one vote and that citizens need to
participate in minimum three forum
sessions in order to acquire the right
to vote is explained at the beginning
of the forum process and is part of
the principles of work. The moderator should ensure that this principle
is made public and respected. The
attendance of citizens is followed
and registered at lists of participants which are signed by the citizens at each forum session. Since
it happens that some citizens do
not attend the entire session (they
sign the lists at the beginning of the
session and then leave), it is recommendable that the lists of participants are distributed for signing
after the break, in order to provide
participation in the course of the
entire session.

ENGAGING EXPERTS
Experts are engaged whenever there
is a need for their opinion. They are
invited to the forum session in order
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to provide information and opinions
regarding the established problems
and offered solutions and may be invited to working meetings between
forum sessions where they will assist
in the creation of concepts and projects.
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The forum process will be of better
quality and will accomplish effectiveness if experts are engaged
during the sessions and in the between sessions work. Participation
of professionals with different expertise depending on the topic and
the problem discussed needs to be
ensured at the forum. They may be
representatives of local self-government units, local experts or
national experts and in accordance
with that the forum has internal
and external expertise at its disposal. However, the engagement of
experts has its challenge, since it
is very important how they will be
introduced to the forum and how
they will express their opinions and
positions regarding a certain issue,
so that the forum would not acquire
the impression that something is
imposed to them, or that somebody
else is making the decision instead
of them. Let us not forget that the
key motto of the process is “Citizens
Decide” and therefore it is necessary
that the engagement of experts is
made carefully, that is the purpose
for their engagement and their role
need to be explained.

A group of citizens proposes the
opening of a shelter centre for
victims of domestic violence. At the
following session, representatives
from the Ministry of Labour and
Social Policy who deal with such
issues are invited, in order to provide information regarding the rules
on founding such a centre, data on
the number of victims registered in
the respective community, so that it
could be established whether there
is a real need for opening of such a
centre and to present the plans at
national level, so that no overlapping of activities occurs.

Following their statement space
should be left for the forum to reach
a decision whether and how the
project idea will be implemented,
because otherwise the forum may
understand their presence as imposing of a certain position or making a
decision. The key challenge regarding the experts is that they provide
information and data which will assist citizens in making the right decision, but they do not decide on their
behalf. Sometimes, there is a need
for the experts to provide information which will show citizens that
they have to change their decision.
The limit between a well-intentional

consultation and imposing a solution
is very loose and therefore a lot of
attention needs to be paid. Normally, that requires a solid preparation
of the experts for their participation in the forum and therefore the
moderator should previously have a
meeting with the experts to explain
the process and the purpose of their
participation to them.

groups hold meetings between the
forum sessions at which they complete the assigned tasks. The municipality should provide conditions for
the working groups to meet and the
moderator and/or the co-moderator
should provide their assistance.
Following the first forum session
a working group is created which
acquires a task to prepare a brief

DYNAMICS BETWEEN SESSIONS (WORKING GROUPS)
As we have stressed on several occasions, the structure of the forum
is composed of the working tables
and the work on the forum is conducted through them. However, the
forum process does not consist only
of forum sessions. Much of the work
discussed at the forum happens
between the sessions. The forum
discussion takes place at the working
tables (when they need to agree on
their positions) and in front of all forum participants (when all tables express their positions and debate on
them). The representatives of different working tables create a working
group. The working group is created
in order to complete a certain task
between two forum meetings and
has to encompass minimum 3 members. The members should be from
different working tables. The working

report/presentation on the state
of the municipality regarding the
topic selected at the first forum
session, for example, if the selected topic is education, the working
group should inspect the state in
the municipality in terms of the
issue education and present its
findings in front of the forum at
the following session.

The work between sessions is mainly led by the co-moderator under
the guidance of the moderator. The
role of the OG and the municipality
in this process is very important.
Immediately after each session
meetings are organised between
the moderator, the co-moderator
and the OG, so that an overview of
what was accomplished at the forum session and which are the tasks
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until the following session could be
made. Minutes of the forum session
are prepared after each session (see
Annex 35-Minutes from forum session template), the lists of participants are collected, as well as all the
materials arising from the session
itself (for example a list of problems,
a list of draft-solutions, a list of
members of working groups and the
like). The co-moderator and the OG
are responsible for these tasks. Also
discussed are the problems and challenges they faced at the session and
solutions and decisions are reached
and how to react in similar situations
in the future.
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Between the sessions, the working groups work on researching the
problems, researching the feasibility
of the solutions and/or of the project ideas, as well as on preparation
of draft-projects and recommendations. Immediately after the sessions
meetings with the working groups
are organised so that directions and
clarifications regarding the defined
tasks could be provided. For some
tasks (for example research on the
status within the selected topic) the
deadline for the completion of the
task is defined and a date for the
following meeting of the working
groups before the session is arranged, so that it could be verified
whether the task was accomplished

and determined if there is need for
additions and improvements. The
meetings are also used for analysis
and discussion on the recommendations and their implementation.
The working groups need to have
clearly defined tasks and guidelines
and to acquire permanent support
by the team at the forums. At these
meetings, the citizens - participants
in working groups, acquire skills on
preparation of projects and apply
them in practice in the formulation
of forum projects and development
of a project application. In the
course of this process, the municipality provides information and data
on the projects and expertise to the
working groups (trainers, experts in
the area of urban planning, technical
consultant and the like). The co-moderator organises the work between
sessions and is a crucial link between
the citizens, that is, the working
groups, the OG, the moderator and
the municipality. S/He organises
the meetings between sessions and
takes care that the specific tasks are
implemented. S/He also has a regular
communication with the moderator
and informs him/her of the progress.
Immediately before the session
another meeting with the OG is
organised in order to check whether
everything for the following session
is prepared and to agree on the

roles and tasks of each member in
the course of the session itself. The
agenda and the specifics of the session are analysed, the challenges it
brings are discussed and the possible
scenarios are examined. The following forum session starts by the presentation of the work of the working
groups.
The time between sessions is used
for promotional activities and notification of the citizens. The person
in charge of public relations has the
task to prepare and disseminate
information to the public regarding
the forum progress and the session
results. It is also desirable to organise
appearances in the local media and,
if such a possibility exists, an open
TV-show with the citizens where they
would have the possibility to ask
questions. Several days before the
following session information is submitted to the media on the goal of
the session and citizens are invited to
participate. The forum bulletins are
prepared and distributed during and
after the session. The OG is actively
involved in the sending of invitations
and mobilising of citizens to participate in the following session, by using
different techniques.
At the Budget forums, the dynamics
depends on the dynamics of budget
adoption. For example, if the municipality has not adopted programs by

15th of November (which happens
sometimes), no third session is possible. It is important to note that the
forum process and the adoption of
the budget should take place in parallel and be complementary and not
parallel proceses that are independent of each other.
Minutes are kept for all forum sessions and all events between the two
sessions.

PARTNERSHIPS IN THE FORUM
The essence of the forum process
is to develop participative engagement, where participants, by direct
civil involvement, will be able to
create informal at the beginning and
then formal partnerships, as well.
The forum is a place where different NGOs meet, representatives of
the business sector, citizens, local
institutions etc. and jointly analyse
the problems and find solutions.
The NGO representatives, with their
knowledge and skills, should play
a significant part in the identification and ranking of problems, the
business sector in location of the
financial interests of the municipality and of their participation, as well
as other socio-economic structures.
In that context the capacities of
the citizens and of the municipality,
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as well, are strengthened relating
to development of projects and
increased transparency, since the
forum reflects the structure of the
municipality (ethnical, gender, social,
age, etc.).
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The forum in the Municipality of
Strumica is a unique example of
cooperation between the business
sector, the activities of the NGO
sector and the church. For the
project selected by the forum at
the last forum session (founding
of a Centre for Rehabilitation and
Resocialisation of Drug and Alcohol
Addicts “Pokrov”) the business
community of this municipality
donated most of the equipment,
the church representatives were the
main initiators, whereas the NGO
sector was the project carrier.

THE FORUMS AND THE PUBLIC
The forum process, by itself, is
not sufficient. The process of
democratic decision-making
promoted by the forum should be
a part of the everyday life of the
citizens in the municipality. That
means that the of the municipality
, and the public in general, should
be familiar with, recognise and
actively participate in the forum
process. Therefore, it is necessary
that the parties implementing
the process establish an active
and engaged attitude towards the
public, by mobilisation, animation,
presentation and acquainting
citizens with the forums.
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